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Text 12 pt.

Books, films and music particularly may become a classic but a painting would more likely be called a masterpiece. 
A classic is often something old that is still popular.The first known use of "classic" in this sense — a work so 
excellent that it is on the level of the "classics" (Greek and Latin authors) — is by the 18th-century scholar Rev. 
John Bowle. He applied the term to Don Quixote, of which Bowle prepared an innovative edition, such as he judged 
that a classic work needed. Some other examples would be the book The Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain, 
the 1941 film Citizen Kane, and the song Blue Suede Shoes by Elvis Presley. Lists of classics are long and wide-ranging, 
and would vary depending on personal opinion. Classic rock is a popular radio format, playing a repertoire of old 
but familiar recordings. A contemporary work may be hailed as an instant classic, but the criteria for classic status 
tends to include the test of time. The term "classic" is in fact often generalized to refer to any work of a certain 
age, regardless of whether it is any good. A cult classic may be well known but is only favored by a minority.
A well known and reliable procedure, such as a demonstration of well-established scientific principle, may be 
described as classic: e.g. the cartesian diver experiment.

Text 18 pt.

Books, films and music particularly may become a classic but a painting would 
more likely be called a masterpiece. A classic is often something old that is 
still popular.The first known use of "classic" in this sense — a work so 
excellent that it is on the level of the "classics" (Greek and Latin authors) — 
is by the 18th-century scholar Rev. John Bowle. He applied the term to Don 
Quixote, of which Bowle prepared an innovative edition, such as he judged 
that a classic work needed. Some other examples would be the book The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain, the 1941 film Citizen Kane, and the 
song Blue Suede Shoes by Elvis Presley. Lists of classics are long and 
wide-ranging, and would vary depending on personal opinion. Classic rock is 
a popular radio format, playing a repertoire of old but familiar recordings. 
A contemporary work may be hailed as an instant classic, but the criteria for 
classic status tends to include the test of time. The term "classic" is in fact 
often generalized to refer to any work of a certain age, regardless of 
whether it is any good. A cult classic may be well known but is only favored 
by a minority. A well known and reliable procedure, such as a demonstration 
of well-established scientific principle, may be 
described as classic: e.g. the cartesian diver experiment.
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